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Spring Ticket Sales for Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
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How to Apply for the Lottery by Postcard

Subject Contents

How the result 
will be announced

A postcard containing your appointment information (date, time, and reference number) will 
be sent to those who are selected in the lottery
*Only those selected to be assigned an appointment will be notified
*We cannot respond individually to the enquiries as to whether we received your 
application or the result of the lottery

When the result 
will be announced

Olympics : TBC
Paralympics: TBC

Examples of invalid 
applications

- Application not made by postcard (such as a double postcard or a sealed letter)
- Required information is incomplete
- Multiple wins were sent from the same person
- Application arrives after the deadline

Privacy policy
Regarding how we handle personal information, please refer to the following Privacy Policy
https://tokyo2020.org/jp/privacy-policy/
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How to Complete the Application Postcard

(Sample)

1．Olympics (/オリンピック)

2．東京太郎
トウキョウ タロウ
(Taro Tokyo)

3． 〒100-0005
Square Mansion 202,
3-8-3 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 

(東京都千代田区丸の内
３丁目８−３
スクエアマンション202号室)

4．05-7000-2020

5．10 October 1964

Front Back

１１９０１５２

【What to write on a postcard (application)】

1. Which Games you wish to apply for;
Olympics or Paralympics

2. Name

Write in kanji and kana, or in Roman 
alphabet if not a Japanese name

3. Mailing Address

Please include the postal code

*If you win, a notification will be sent to the 
address you provide

*Please do not forget to include the name of the 
building and the room number

4．Phone Number

Please use the number at which we

can contact you

5．Date of birth

According to the Gregorian calendar

TO:
Tokyo 2020 tickets 
Appointment applications
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